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Dear Emmett, 

Many thanks for your letter, and please thank JPO for his. 
I have been thinking over the transcription question and 

had further discussion with JTK, and I am coming to the position 
that we ought to make a strong stand in favour of hyphens; for 
most of the other problmms become much more tractable onee that 
decision is accepted. Most of the difficulty arises when 
they are omitted; so those who omit them must take the consequ
ences. WhBB I have thought a bit further I will submit a 
draft document on this subject, if possible fairly short, and 
see if you would sign it jointly. If not, I may issue it under 
my name alone; but wevere asked by the Colloquium to come to 
a joint decision, and I think it is time we did something (even 
if only to say we don't intend to do anything but what we have 
always done). 

I don't like (JTK concurring) the use of capital letters 
with special values in transcription. Nor do I like (what I 
have considered) using unused alphabetic letters with arbitra~y 
values. On alphabetisation, I'd like to propose that the 
official values be a2, a3, ra2, ra3 , etc. , and that these be 
treated as the sign order, whatever actuul transcription is 
employed. I.e., even if we use rja for ra2, we place it 
alphabetically after ra, not after ri; and the same with ha for a2. 

A bibliographical item which might escape you: V.E.G. 
Kerma, A cult scene from Crete, FARRAGO June 1966 pp.9-12. 
Farrago is a new classical magazine published by the undergrad
uates of the Classical Faculty in Cambridge, and this contribution 
is (aurprisingly) a serious article with illustrations. The 
periodical doesn't yet have volume or issue nos. (this is not th(
first issue). 

I had a visit on Saturday from the Ephrons of Missoula, Mont. 
He is really a very nice chap, and she too is a learned lady. 
I gather they both sat at the feet of the great C.D.Buck in 
Chicago, and found him a rotten teacher. We visited the sights, 
and somehow managed to keep off the Ph. D( isk ). They were accom
panied by Miss Gwynn, another of the enthusiastic~ amateurs 
of decipherment, who turns out younger and quite other than I 
had expected from her letters. 

ve are just begirming to activate the index of broken edges 
(Mrs Black's great work). The first results are meagre, as I 
expected; but as I have said all along, I shall not feel happy 
until I have tried this method thoroughly, even if we find nothing 
new. So far one very doubtful chance of a join, but two cases 
whene I think fragments may belong to the same tablett, something 
which I hope we can collect a good number of. When we get 
going we shall prepare a list of checks for JPO when he gets 
back to Iraklion. 

I take it you are coming to the Ist international Congress 
at Rome in September next year. I have been invited to deliver , .. 
rapport. Several people have complained that it overlaps the 
Cambridge Epigraphical Congress, at which I hoped there might be 
a Myc. section. 



[ 

I gather our voices may be heard in the same programme later 
this month, as Leonard Cottrell said he had got you recorded on 
his questionnaire. I wonder what you said. He has also Palmer, 
Marinatos, Stubbings, Desborough, Page and was hoping to get 
Boardman. 

I hear the temperature in New York has been in the lOO's; I 
hope it h a s been a bit coaler for y ou. Here too it has been hot 
for England (70-80), but there is thunder about. 

The decision over Documents looks like being to do a small 
reprint, and contemplate a major revision for about 2-3 years 
hence. I am going to start some of the ground-wrok shortly. 

Vhat did you think of LRP's review of Myc.St.? I have a 
very amusing letter f 'rom ML; who is getting tired of these lectures 
on methodology, as we all are. I noticed the other day that 
o-nu-ka is said in Interp. to be re~lar spelling for onux; but 
I am wondering if final ~ may not elsewhere be simply a dead vowel
there are quite a few words ending in -a which don't really look 
like accusatibes, and it would be convenient if we had an optional 
rule that final a may be discarded. Possibly too convenient; hence 
my caution. 
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